**Key Features**

- Intuitive and Ultra-Responsive Touchscreen
- Front-Facing Soundbar
- Built-in Beamforming Microphone
- USB-C with Power Delivery
- myViewBoard Manager

**Product Description**

The ViewSonic ViewBoard IFP7552-1C is a 75” interactive flat panel display with next-generation whiteboard technologies for immersive learning in any classroom environment. With a high-accuracy touchscreen and intelligent palm recognition technology, the IFP7552-1C delivers an intuitive digital whiteboard experience for everyone from the youngest of students to the most experienced teachers. Featuring 4K Ultra HD resolution, a powerful 45W stereo soundbar with a built-in subwoofer, and microphone array, this ViewBoard display delivers optimal images and sound for everyone in the classroom as well those learning remotely. With the integrated myViewBoard™ software ecosystem, this ViewBoard display enables teachers to access legacy files from the cloud, as well as build new interactive lessons. IT directors will be confident managing files from a secure cloud network, while curriculum directors will be pleased knowing that this software easily integrates with online resources.
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**Contact Sales**

- call: 888.881.8781
- email: salesinfo@viewsonic.com
- visit: viewsonic.com